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The statement is saying:

"for any real numbers ab.c, whenever b-4aC70, the polynomial

equation ax"+bx+c = 0 has a real roof.

Iato, the equation is quadratic, a real root exists () b"-49c70.

If a =0, bto, the equation is linear and a real root always exists.

If a =0, b = 0, a real root exists () c= 0.

Since when a =0, b = 0. c=1, no real root exists, the answer is false.

& EIR satisfies act for every ntE Ex <<0.

This is due to the Archimedean property of IR.

Thus, since (+1) =0 when x = -1, the answer is true,

---
= T =F The answer is false.



to is irrational. However, every irrational number can be

*ted arbitrarily well by a rational number.

This means FYEIR-1, Faso, EXE, ((x - y1 < a).

This is known as the density of rational numbers, i.e.,
#is dense in IR.

The answer is true.

=YEIR, (x = 11=3)) is
saying X can be expressed as (1-y

for some real numbery. This is possible it and only if X70.

=YEIR, (x = - yr) is saying X can be expressed as - ye

for some real numbery. This is possible if and only if X20.

Thus, when X=0, both EYEIR, (x = 11-y)") and

=YEIR, (x=-y") are true. The answer is true.

Note that they in the first bracket and they in the

second bracket are symbolic variables and they are not

necessarily equal.



#is the set containing all nature numbers and

their reciprocals, i.e., M = 21,2,3,4,... 5031.t. 5.4, .3

& specifies a relation on 1R =

(x,y) tSE) EZEM, x = YZ

=>EntET, x = ny) VCEntE,x =hY)
=>"either x is equal to a times some natural number

or x is equal to a divided by some natural number.

tx is the set containing every YEIR that x is

related to under 5. In fact,

+x =4:ntEt}v(n.x: nt
+ 3 =2x,2x,3x....3

v(x.E,5....3

(a)When x = 0, Ho =GF: ntEt 0 (n.0: next 3 =

0.

Alternatively, (0,0) tS since 0 = 100. If you then

nyto for all neat, and tyto for all neat. Thus, yeHo

if yto



H = GIn: nExt3 vCE: next3

In particular, E*GE: nCEt3 Since for every keEst,

k= E.(2K) and 2Ka ET. Therefore, EHE.

Alternatively, let KEE be arbitrary. It holds that IE.K)tS

Since I = k. p and 2KeZT.

Since for any XEIR, X= 1.X, we have Ix.x)ES and

thus XtHx. Hence, in order for Hx= M to hold,

it is necessary that XEM. This narrows down the

possible values of x significantly.
-for KEET. The elements of HK are:

Hk =dk: ntz+3U3nk: neEt3. We have

H =
4: ntEt3v(n: next 3 =M. When K72,

# might not be an element of M. Specifically, when K72,
k+1EET, and thus tHp. However, *E* Since

·Cl,= = HE#E since (HT < 2.

This shows that *M when K22. Hence, the only case
where HK = M is when k = 1.



Ifor some KET. The elements of HE are

HE = G+: ntEt3 US: NEET3. It is clear that when K=1,

Hi = M. When K72, * might not be an element of M.

Specifically, when K22, we have K+IGET, and thus tH*.

However, H = H*** Since ICH(2,T =ET since

·11. This shows that *M. Hence, the only case

where H = M is when k = 1.

We conclude that Hx = M only when x=1.



Finding RE:

- (a,al is already in R, (a,b) is already in R.

A (a,c) ERT Since there is a path from a to c,

2-8 (a,d)ERT since there is a path from a tod,
O

(b.a)*Rt since there is no path from b to a

<b.b) is already in R. (b.C) is already in R,

IbidCERT since there is a path from 6 to d,

(, a) RT, cc, b)Rt since there is no path from 2 to a or by

(c) is already in R. K.d) is already in R,

&a)*R*, id.b) tRT, (d,c)-PRT since there is no path from d to a, b, or C,

Cd.d) is already in R.

Ris reflexive since (a.a)tRt, (b.bCtRI, (c.cIERY, cd.d)tRt.

Ris not symmetric since (a,d)tR* but Id.a)RT.

#is antisymmetric since there do not exist distinct elements x.Yes

such that (x,y) ER+ and (1.x)tRt.

#is not an equivalence relation since it is not symmetric,

Rt is a partial order since it is reflexive, antisymmetric and transitive.



bcd bcd
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R= ((a.a),(a,b), (a,c), (b,b), (b,c), (b.d), (c,c), (,d), (d,d)3,

R= ((a.a),(a,b), (a,c), (a,d), <b, b). (b,c), <b,d), (,c), cc,d), (d,d) 3.

No since they are not pairwise disjoint.



We are assigning 4 kinds of labels to the 8 runners:

'C'for gold,'s for silver, 'B' for bronze,

'N'for no medal.

Casel: 'G'x3, 'N'x5 ways,#s
ways.Case 2: 'a'X2, 'B'x1, 'N'x5

Case 3: 'G'X1, 'S'X2, 'NX5. s ways.

Case 4: 'a'x1, 'S'x1, 'B'x1, 'Nx5. st ways.

Total: 1 + 551 + 5 + s1 =56 + 168+ 168 + 336

= 728.



Extra exercise for recurrence relations

reaches reaches
3 mthS

m

atthe endonebotholdsalathorreproduce ofrede↓

t t+ 1 t+ 2 ++3 t+ 4

8 = a pair of rabbits I month old

End of month 1: O 8 =

a pair of rabbits 72 months old

End of month 2: 0

End of month 3: @

End of month 4: && B

End of month 5: 0 @ 0* B

End of month 6:0@ **8088

an =>number of pairs at the end of month n,

by = number of pairs / month old at the end of month n,

bir)=number of pairs 22 months old at the end of month n.

b= bit,
(1)b) = bi+bn+

an = bi" + by

Since b = bin+bn1 = an+1, b" = b = an-2,

We get an = an+1+ an-2.



- at the end of month,an--

reaches

potholdsalinthorreproduceoferodeone,they leave the islands

t t+ t+ 2 ++3 t+ 4

8 = a pair of rabbits I month old

End of month 1: O & = a pair of rabbits 2 months old

End of month 2: B 8 =

a pair of rabbits 3 months old

creproduced once)

End of month 3: D@
0 = a pair of rabbits 24 months old

End of month 4: 0@ B creproduced twice

End of month 5: 0@ B

End of month 6:08 8858

End of month): 0 @ B05808

End of month 8:0 @ 858008D

Dn = number of pairs at the end of month n,

b= number of pairs I month old at the end of month n,

b(x) =number of pairs 2 months old at the end of month no

↓s) = number of pairs 3 months old at the end of month n.

Skibirit. To
this bn =b"+ bi" + b

-dir+ by+6i +bi
-bu+ bi+bic+bu+bia

bn =b + bi" + b3) =>bu+ br + bus)+ (brs+bnY + bia)
-ba-2 + bu-3



Question 4 of 202051 final

A= (a, 92, 93, 94, 953 B =2b,,bc,bs]

balls buckets

as
-

-

w -
"balls in " = f"(<b,3)

a
- -
- -

a3
-

~ ->"balls in " = f" (<b23)
94-

a-F "balls in " = f" (bs3)

Therefore:
- f"(b,3)rf"(bab)rf"((bs3) =A
- f"(3b,3), f"(<b23), f"(9633) are pairwise disjoint
- by the surjectivity of f,f"(<b.3), f"(3b23), f"(<bs3)
are all non-empty.

Notice that of is completely characterised by f"(26.3), f"(b23), f"(dbs3).

&Looking at the content of the buckets tells you which ball belongs
to which bucket. (

We transform the problem into:

How many ways are there to place 5 balls, 2345

into 3 bucketsEE?



Step 1: divide the 5 balls into 3 piles (without any particular

ordering of the piles)

Case 1.1: There are (5) = 10 ways

Case 1. 2: ·

There aret) = 15 ways.

Step 1.2.1: choose 2 balls out of 5 to form a pile. (*)

Step 1.2.2: Choose 2 balls out of the remains to form a

pile. (32)

Since
> 3: and

3 I

5

correspond to2 4 4 2

the same division (the piles have no order), divide the

number by 2.

Step 2: assign the 3 piles to the 3 buckets. There are

3! = 6 ways.

Answer: there are (15+10) 6=150 such surjective functions.



&uestion 4 of 202051 final

I

-4 & t * &

3 #

2 ↓ ·of a ·i
1

· in
1 ↓N .... I 3

& 2with
f"([13) f"(923) f1933) f(943)

We transform the problem into:

How
many ways are there to split the sequence 1,2, ..., m into

N non-empty consecutive subsequences?
This is also equivalent to the following problem by Letting
Xi =If "(2i3)):

Question 4(a) of 201851 final
⑱ M

* · ⑤

f (i3) =0 -> x:= If"(13)(70.

f"(13) Of"((23)u...wf"((n3) =A =) 2xi =zlf"(i3)) = (A1 = M.



For example, for m=12, n = 4,

f(213) = 21,2,33,

S f" (323) =24,5,6,73, =>x
=3,xz =4,X3 =

1,X4 = 4

f(333) =383, which satisfies X.xc+Xs+ x4 = 12=M.

f" (443) =99,10,11,123

One can check that every of satisfying the given conditions

corresponds to a unique tuple (X,...., Xn) of positive integers

satisfying Exi = m, and versa.

These two problems are equivalent to the following problem:

for a string containing m'characters, i.e. t...*", how many
m copies

ways are there to insert (n-1) commas, i.e."', and fit it

into a substrings (see, e.g., string split() method in python)
such that each substring contains at least one character?

E.g.

=



One cannot add to the beginning or the end of the string,&

e.g.,

=>O O is not allowed!

=>

& O is not allowed!

There cannot be two consecutives,
e.g.,

=
& O is not allowed!

Therefore, at most one,can be added to each of the (m-1

gaps between two ''s. This corresponds to choosing (n-1) out of

the (m-11 gaps to insert. The answer is: (M1)



&uestion 4 of 202051 final (modified)

Everything in the original question holds, except that f"(i3)
can now be empty.
We transform the problem into:

How
many ways are there to split the sequence 1,2, ..., m into

↑ossibly empty
N non-empty consecutive subsequences?
This is also equivalent to the following problem by Letting
Xi =If "(2i3)):

Question 4(b) of 201851 final
·

These two problems are equivalent to the following problem:

for a string containing m'characters, i.e., t...*", how many
m copies

ways are there to insert (n-1) commas, i.e.,'', and fit it

into a substrings (see, e.g., string split() method in python)
such that each substring contains at least one character?



Now, we are allowed to add, to the beginning or the end of

the string, and it is possible to have consecutive" is,

e.g.,
00 is ok

=

=>

O
O is ok

=>

O O is ok

=>O os are ok



This corresponds to the number of distinguishable permutations

of "Am*io," The answer is tints= (mail).
m copies (n-1) copies
of '*' of 1

Here is an alternative method which solves Q4(b) of 201831 final

directly using the result of Q4(a):

X, . . ., Xn are a non-negative integers such that IXi =m
if and only if:
(x +1) , . . ., (n+1) are a positive integers such that (xi+1) = m +n.

Therefore, the number of distinct tuples (x,...., Xn) of

non-negative integers satisfying E,Xi= m (i.e. the answer of

&P(b)) is the same as the number of distinct tuples
(x,. .. .. (n) of positive integers satisfying ,x = m+n
(i.e. the answer of Q4(a) with m replaced by m+n)
Answer: (mtn1)



Recall the following slide from the lecture:

why does this number=

(Ptn) -) show up here?

When one selects K numbers from 21,2, .... n3 with replacement and

disregards the order in which these numbers are selected,

one retains only the histogram:
Histogram (k =8,n =5)

KX+Xz1xx+ *Y5E8

·

The sum of the heights of the bars is equal to K.


